TODD & ASSOCIATES, INC.
MARINE SURVEYORS, CLAIMS SETTLING AGENTS & INVESTIGATIONS

STOLEN VESSEL

1996 21’ Mastercraft ProStar & 1996 DHM trailer

- Hull: White w/black & teal trim
  “Don Pedro” stickers on portside
- Upholstery: Tan
- Bimini top: Tan w/teal stripes
- 3’ fold down antenna on handrail behind driver
- Engine: 1996 Indmar IC-945552 300hp
- Trailer: 1996 DHM trailer
- Trailer CA License #: 1FJ2640
- Trailer VIN #: 4KUBS1923TC104008

HIN #: MBCUSAP6F596  California REG #: CF 3250 KW

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Houseboat Mini-Mart storage;
La Grange Rd, La Grange, CA 95390
DATE OF INCIDENT: December 17, 2019
POLICE AGENCY: Toulomne County Sheriff
POLICE RPT #: 19-4336

$TBD  Up To  REWARD  $TBD  Up To

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. Reward amounts for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the vessel shall be determined based on the strength of the information and condition of the vessel at the time of recovery. The amount of the reward shall be at the sole discretion of the carrier and under no circumstances will exceed the amount shown above. The insured, relatives of assured, or employees of the insurance company offering the reward are ineligible for the offered reward. If you have any information, please contact Todd & Associates at the number shown below, or contact your local law enforcement agency.

1/13/2020; 20-1010
San Diego, CA  92106

If you received this fax in error, or wish to be removed from future fax broadcasts, contact (800) 325-8061 or Fax (619) 223-8942 or email stolenboats@boatman.com
Allow 30 days to process requests.